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The ONE And ONLY reason for success

We all undergo tests and trails, and in every test, there is success and failures. Failures are a 

state of mind which disturbs us but successes are those which elevates or boost our mind to do 

better. 

We find ‘n’ number of reasons for failure, but there is, only one reason for success and that is 

"OUR LORD". Failures put an end to everything but success is the start of everything. Which 

means, when you have that one reason of success within you, it is the beginning of infinite 

opportunities.

The ONLY reason for success which is OUR LORD is the start of infinity. Our LORD is an infinite 

LORD. HE has no limits. Space or time does not bind HIM.

HE is Omniscient: HIS knowledge is unlimited that HE is the sovereign ruler. Not only HE knows 

everything that happens, but HE also knows what could have happened and HE is in total Control

of everything.

1 John 3:20

If our hearts condemn us, we know that God is greater than our hearts, and he knows 

everything.

Omnipotent: HE is all powerful that HE can carry HIS sovereign will. Nothing can thwart HIM 

from accomplishing anything. Door closed by HIM can never be opened and Door opened by 

HIM cannot be closed by anyone.

Psalms 115:3

Our God is in heaven; he does whatever pleases him.

Omnipresent: HE is all around and HE always exists. You cannot escape from HIM. HE is present 

at every point of time and space. In Genesis we see, that even before the creation HE existed.
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Psalms 139:7

Where can I go from your Spirit? Where can I flee from your presence?

So now we know clearly the secret of success. Let’s enjoy HIS marvellous presence in our life 

and hear a “BRAVO ZULU” from HIM.

Shalom to all!
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